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Abstract

The relationship between Vietnam and China could be captured in the Chinese expression of “同床异梦”, which means lying on the same bed but having different dreams. The two countries share certain cultural and political similarities but also diverge vastly in their national interests. This paper adds to the extant literature on this topic by analyzing the element of trust/mistrust in their interactions in trade-investment, tourism, and defense-security. The analysis shows how the relationship is increasingly interdependent but is equally fragile due to the lack of trust on both sides. The mistrust or even distrust of Chinese subjects run deep within the Vietnamese mindset, from the skepticism of Chinese investment, Chinese tourists, discrimination against ethnic Chinese, to the caution against Chinese aggression in the South China Sea. The paper forecasts that, despite the deep-seated differences and occasional mistrust, going forward, neither side would risk damaging the status quo even when tensions peak.
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Introduction

The Chinese have this expression, 同床异梦, which means lying on the same bed but having different dreams. There is no equivalent expression in Vietnamese but the translation, đồng sang dị mọng, is widely understood in Vietnam. The phrase somehow captures the dynamics between China and Vietnam—two countries lying in the same region with geographical and political proximity but ultimately having different goals or visions. This is understandable given that one is a larger power and the other smaller (Vuong, 2014; Vuong & Tran, 2009). Vietnam has spent centuries to emancipate from Chinese domination but is still eclipsed by the northern giant. The question yet to be answered is whether Vietnam and China can find that equilibrium in their asymmetric relationship (Womack, 2000, 2003, 2006). Analyses on Vietnam-China relations are often centered around two approaches, one historical and the other geopolitical (Guan, 1998); (Napier & Vuong, 2013).

There is no doubt that the thousand years, from 111 B.C. to A.D. 939, of Chinese rule have resulted in the Vietnamese assimilating certain aspects of Chinese culture while also acted as the cause for growing Vietnamese nationalism even today (Vuong & Tran, 2009). Meanwhile, the geopolitical view would juxtapose Vietnam and China not only against themselves as close but unequal neighbors but also against an interplay of major political powers such as Russia (the former Soviet Union) and the U.S. Yet, it would be insufficient to look at the Vietnam-China dynamics via only the historical and geopolitical lenses; one should see each country as independent entities with certain similarities as well as wild differences.

This study, through an in-depth review of the Vietnam-China relations over the years via multiple factors of trade-economy and defense-security, postulates that trust or the lack thereof between the two countries would determine where they will be headed. The analysis seeks to show that the relationship is one that is more interdependent than ever but also has its fragile side as neither side fully trusts the other. Here, trust is defined as a belief that the other side is willing to reciprocate cooperation while mistrust is a belief that the other side would rather exploit one’s cooperation (Kydd, 2007).

On the surface, even during their territorial conflicts in recent years, both countries have never explicitly expressed mistrust in each other; instead they have repeatedly affirmed their “comprehensive strategic partnership” is growing stably and sustainably. However, experts would likely notice that there is an undercurrent of wariness and even mistrust, especially on the side of Vietnam, attributable to the two’s asymmetric position. On this note, the relationship from Vietnam’s perspective could even be described by the phrase “trust but verify”1 that the U.S. President Ronald Reagan had once said in a meeting with Soviet Union Party Chief Mikhail Gorbachev (Kydd, 2007).

In terms of political ideologies, Vietnam can indeed trust that China would unreservedly back its socialist regime and ruling communist party; at the same time Vietnam still wants to verify that such backing means China is a true partner and not an expansionist ready to take over the Vietnam-claimed islands and waters (and the oil and gas underneath). From the Chinese side,

---

1 The Russian proverb is doveryai no prover yai.
while having a small, close neighbor like Vietnam as a strategic partner is good for both trade and defense, it would nonetheless want to verify that Vietnam does not seek out intervention from the U.S. to resolve issues China sees as bilateral, not multilateral (case in point, the South China Sea disputes). These are just some examples of the myriads other matters that concern trust and mistrust between Vietnam and China.

Questions about objectivity are bound to be raised in a work on this subject written by a group of Vietnamese authors. When looking at the two-way interaction in trade, tourism, defense-security, the authors present facts and viewpoints from both sides in as far as it is possible.

Above all else, the authors admit that this work provides the Vietnamese perspective of the topic, including the threats and opportunities facing Vietnam in dealing with China in the new context, and therefore has its bias. The authors nonetheless hope to offer useful insights into the complexity of this relationship.

**Methods**

Two main methods are employed to collect and process information:

(i) Indirect: based on existing research and macro principles, both in Vietnamese and international sources, but strips away any lengthy and trivial discussion

(ii) Direct: based on actual fieldtrips and in-depth interviews

The ‘trust’ factor in the relationship will be examined through several contrasting layers:

- Economic power: As the world’s biggest economy, China inevitably leads Vietnam in trade and economics. Yet, as Vietnam seeks to hold its own fort by reducing reliance on exports to China, it will have to develop spearheaded sectors and produce high-quality products for export elsewhere.

- Military power: Any quantitative assessments of military might would put China leaps and bounds ahead of Vietnam. While this fact is also confirmed by the thousand years of Chinese domination over Vietnam, one cannot deny that, like a giant causing himself pain for kicking a road-blocking rock, China will find in Vietnam strong resistance and opposition for any expansionist attempts.

- International stance: If China sees itself as a hegemon, Vietnam, by contrast, has been building an image of a peace-loving nation.

- National strategies: China strives to be the number one world power while Vietnam is more content with ensuring its current socioeconomic stability as well as preserving and promoting pacifist and humanist values.

The literature review is expected to provide an overview of the relationship while the analysis will be based on three pillars: (i) geoeconomics and geopolitics, (ii) ideologies and culture, and (iii) mutual interests concerning trade and investment. The research sets out to identify any signs or elements critical to the understanding of and forecasting in Vietnam-China
relations, taking into account actions from the external forces such as the ASEAN, Japan, the U.S., Russia, and the EU.

**Literature review**

Scholars worldwide have explored various common grounds between Vietnam and China, whether that be culture, history or institutional forms. In terms of sociodemographic, both countries are largely homogeneous with the majority of the population dominated by one ethnicity—the Han in China and the Kinh in Vietnam. In terms of cultural and historical experiences, both underwent periods of rural revolution and harsh post-revolutionary reforms. Perhaps the clearest example of persisting Chinese influence in Vietnam today is the predominant adherence to the religious philosophy of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. Many Vietnamese practices such as the burning of votive papers are widespread even though most people are unaware of its Chinese origin (Napier & Vuong, 2013; Vuong et al., 2018).

The cultural influence aside, the two countries are most similar in their political system, both being one-party states ruled by their communist parties. Studies over the past decades have delved into various aspects when comparing and contrasting Vietnam and China, such as the development in education and science-technology (Elliott, 1982), the industrialization of the rural area (O'connor, 1998), the trade union movement (Zhu & Fahey, 2000), the effects of globalization on cities (Leaf, 2002), the role of private enterprises (Heberer, 2003), or the use of medicines (Mao, Vu, Xie, Chen, & Tang, 2015).

In addition, there were Woodside (2006), Painter (2008), Vu (2010) and Malesky & London (2014) comparing the two’s industrial policies, economic development and decentralization of the state; Bélanger & Xi (2009), Michaud (2009), and Liu et al. (2012) looking into agricultural land, highland minority policies, and rural health insurance; Mol (2009) and Green et al. (2011) reviewing their health and environmental policies.

It is notable that the number of research into Sino-Vietnamese relations spiked dramatically after 2000. Google Scholar displays over 1 million results for the “Vietnam, China” keywords in the 2000-2018 period, versus just over 96,000 results for the years prior to 2000. Another noteworthy observation is the scholarly focus on Chinese influence on Vietnam’s international relations during the war against the U.S. (Olsen, 2006; Rogers, 1976). This interest seems to have waned as research now look more to their economic cooperation or the territorial disputes. This begs the question of whether Beijing’s power over Hanoi since the post-war era is predetermined enough to be unworthy of further research.

**Asymmetry in Vietnam-China relations**

When looking at Chinese and Vietnamese political ideologies, Womack (2000, 2003, 2006), Xiaosong & Womack (2000) pointed out information asymmetry between the two as the structural cause of various misperceptions and misjudgments on both sides. Because Vietnam and China mostly differ in scale—Vietnam’s population is one-seventeenth that of China, and its territory is one-twenty-ninth as large, even when they adopt the same policies, different effects can arise (Womack, 2006).
The asymmetry, unlikely to ever shift, is best summarized from each country’s perception of the other, as follows:

(i) China sees Vietnam as a small country that is abrasive and untrustworthy. China’s perceptions of and behaviors toward Vietnam are positioned within its strategic view of itself on the geopolitical world map. As such, what it prioritizes is not Vietnam’s domestic changes but rather Vietnam’s relations with other world players as well as how these relationships could affect China’s position in the international arena.

(ii) Vietnam knows its vulnerability as a small neighbor lying to the southern border of China. Seeing China as a strong and aggressive country, Vietnam pays close attention to everything in Beijing, even the little things, to evaluate how these events could affect itself.

Womack (2006) argued that this asymmetric relationship is the cause of false forecasting by both Beijing and Hanoi of the other side’s reactions. He suggested the secret to stability for both sides is to be able to neutralize and negotiate their disparities and to contain crises through diplomatic means. The key to reaching any consensus boils down to a matter of trust – can one side trust that the other will reciprocate its cooperation? To date, it appears that the leaderships of Beijing and Hanoi have been able to navigate through this diplomatic minefield peacefully.

An example illustrating this point is a Chinese vessel deliberately cutting Vietnamese ship cables in an escalating maritime territorial dispute in the South China Sea in 2011. After the first incident was reported on May 26, 2011², then Ministers of Defense of Vietnam Phung Quang Thanh and China Liang Guangjie held a meeting on the sidelines of the Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore³. Both sides rated the incident as regrettable and pledged to not let it reoccur. Yet, four days later, on June 9, 2011, another Vietnamese ship reported its cables being cut by a Chinese vessel⁴. In early July 2011, unverified sources once again reported China disturbing Vietnam’s exploration activities in the South China Sea⁵, which the latter called its East Sea.

The series of offenses, however, passed quietly as the media from both countries deliberately stayed silent on the 90th anniversary of the establishment of the Communist Party of China (Thayer, 2011).

To grasp the full extent of the asymmetry, we will explore the trade and economic ties between the two countries as well as between the ten-member ASEAN bloc and China in the next sections.

---

Trade and economy

Two-way trade

The state of Vietnam-China economic cooperation fluctuated during different political periods, though border crossings or trading sites on land and at sea have consistently been more active than formal trading activities (T. M. H. Nguyen, 2015; Schoenberger & Turner, 2008; Xiaosong & Womack, 2000).

During the period from the 10th century to 1885—when the Treaty of Tianjin signed between France and China marked the permanent end of the vassal relationship between Vietnam and China, bilateral trade relations were marked as “firm but flexible,” with China considered the main partner in both political and economic matters (T. M. H. Nguyen, 2015).

In the years before the two sides normalized relations in 1991, most trading activities were guided by the “Sino-Vietnamese Goods Exchange Agreement” that was signed in Beijing in July 1952 (Chen, 1969, p. 272). The agreement, renewed in 1954, allowed for the provision of more Chinese aid (military equipment) to North Vietnam as well as for the sending of injured Vietnamese soldiers to China for treatment (Chen, 1969). The two governments inked a number of economic-cultural cooperation pacts from 1967 to 1978, but most exchange activities were halted from 1979-1991 due to their border conflict (Cheng, 2011).

Since the normalization of bilateral relations in 1991, their two-way trade had reached $93.69 billion in 2017, up from just $32 million in 1991.

China has been Vietnam’s largest trading partner since 2004, but Vietnam’s annual trade deficit with China has been expanding rapidly since the country’s admission to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2007 (Figure 16). The trade gaps with China have persisted even as Vietnam managed to reduce its total trade deficit over the years, as shown in the red line of Figure 1.

Notably, Vietnam recorded trade surplus with China only in 2000, at $135 million or merely 5% of the total trade turnover. Since 2006, the proportion of Vietnamese trade deficit with China has hovered above 40% of the two-way trade. In the first quarter of 2018, trade between Vietnam and China advanced 16.81% from a year earlier to $21.92 billion, with the former maintaining a deficit of $5.42 billion, according to the General Department of Vietnam Customs.

Figure 1: Vietnam-China bilateral trade turnover: 2000-Q1/2018 (unit: billion USD)

Going forward, Vietnam will likely continue to incur serious trade deficit with China because of the asymmetric level of technology and pricing. Vietnamese goods lack the competitive edge, both in price and quality, to Chinese goods, and thus, cannot yet penetrate this market. To explain the trade gap, Ngo (2017) listed three reasons:

(i) an imbalance in Vietnam’s exports of low-value products and imports of higher-added-value products to/from China7,
(ii) consistent demand for Chinese goods in Vietnam due to the cheap price and wide variety of Chinese goods in comparison with those of goods from other countries, and,
(iii) the involvement of Chinese contractors in the majority of projects in heavy industrial sectors such as mining, thermal power plants and chemicals.

Vietnam’s dependency on trade with China is magnified when the two countries’ statistical methods yield wildly different numbers, such as the unaccounted for $20 billion in Vietnam’s imports in 2014, see Table 18.

A study estimated that at least 50% of Vietnam’s total imports could be unofficial purchases—such as smuggling—from China if such data are calculated (Ngo, 2017).

---

7 Vietnam’s main exports to China (70% of total shipments) are raw minerals and farm produce, which are low-value and often suffer from fluctuating prices. Meanwhile, its imports from China (80% of total purchase) are chemicals, electronic and spare parts, and machinery.
8 Source: [https://comtrade.un.org/](https://comtrade.un.org/)
The matter of mistrust looms large in the bilateral trade. Despite Vietnam’s huge imports of Chinese goods and the fact that China is no longer a low-quality goods exporter (Vân, 2018), many Vietnamese consumers would still perceive either anything made-in-China to be of poor quality or China intentionally dumping substandard goods into this smaller market. The common sentiment among Vietnamese farmers and traders is that Chinese traders are often deceitful and opportunistic.

A popular claim from Vietnam is that Chinese traders would buy Vietnamese goods, particularly farm produce, in large volumes and at high prices at the beginning to stimulate farmers to produce massively; however, when the supply becomes superfluous, the traders would drive down the price or cancel their orders, causing huge losses for farmers. In 2013, Mr. Wei Zi Shen, Trade Consul of the Chinese Consulate General in Ho Chi Minh City, spoke to Vietnamese media to clear up such misperception, affirming that there is no such trick and all sales and purchases follow the market rules⁹. This statement, however, has not amounted to a more trusting relationship in trade between the two sides.

**China-ASEAN trade**

Trade between Vietnam and China should also be examined in relations to the trade between the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) and China. This section provides an overview of this relationship.

---

Since its founding in August 1967, the ASEAN has proved to be a fascinating case study of a diverse diplomatic community striving toward a sustainable collective consensus despite the occasional tensions and conflicts arising from within and without. The bloc, now comprising ten members\(^{10}\), has a combined population of over 630 million with an aggregate economic size surpassing USD2.5 trillion in 2016. Vietnam became a member of the ASEAN in 1995, possibly driven by pragmatic reasons of economic growth, political independence and regime survival in a post-Cold War era (V. T. Nguyen, 2007).

Besides the bilateral trade agreements its member countries have signed, the bloc as a whole has inked several trade agreements with other countries, including the ASEAN-China Free Trade Area (ACFTA) and the East Asia Free Trade Area (ASEAN+3). As of end-2016, China had been ASEAN’s biggest trading partner for seven consecutive years, and the ASEAN had been China’s third largest trading partner for five straight years (Wang, Xue, Zhu, & Ge, 2017). However, it seems that Vietnam has not fully tapped the benefits these FTAs as during the 10 years since the ASEAN+3 took effect (2000-2010), China’s exports to Vietnam surged by 25-fold while Vietnam’s exports to China rose by only five-fold.

The launch of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) on December 31, 2015 marked the realization of an ambitious strategy of regional economic integration. It paves the way for a single market more open for intra-regional movement of goods, services, investment, capital and people. Under the AEC framework, the more developed ASEAN members, namely, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia and the Philippines, had basically achieved zero tariffs as of the end of 2015, while the remaining four, namely Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam (ASEAN-CLMV), are given more leeway in cutting import duties until 2018 (Tsui, 2017).

Figure 2: China’s trade with the ASEAN (2000-2017) (unit: billion USD) shows the upward trend in trade turnover between China and the ASEAN, with China’s exports to the bloc consistently higher than its imports from the bloc since 2012. This means that the ASEAN will continue to see increasing trade deficit with China.

\(^{10}\) Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar
Figure 2: China’s trade with the ASEAN (2000-2017)\textsuperscript{11} (unit: billion USD)

Table 2 shows that in 2014, China recorded trade surpluses worth a combined $81.05 billion with six out of ten ASEAN countries, of which its surplus with Vietnam was the highest, $43.8 billion or 54.04%. Observers have pointed out how trade considerations will continue to shape the regional landscape as some ASEAN members rely more on trade with China than others (Stratfor, 2015). Experts have noted that Beijing could use the region’s reliance on Chinese trade and investment to promote its political agendas, a reality that could hinder trust-building with the bloc, especially the two South China Sea claimant states of the Philippines and Vietnam (Stratfor, 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Trade balance with China</th>
<th>Share to total trade turnover</th>
<th>Two-way trade turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>2.798</td>
<td>74.41%</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>-6.23</td>
<td>-24.95%</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-9.79%</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>51.20%</td>
<td>85.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{11} Sources: (Jiang & Li, 2013) and ASEAN-China Free Trade Area Business Portal (http://www.asean-cn.org)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Trade Balance (billion USD)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Total Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>22.70%</td>
<td>79.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.93%</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29.84%</td>
<td>46.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>2.279</td>
<td>5.13%</td>
<td>44.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-5.51%</td>
<td>72.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-8.82%</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Trade balance between China and ASEAN countries in 2014 (unit: billion USD)*
Data in Table 2 are visualized below, in Figure 3:

![Figure 3: Trade balance between China and ASEAN countries in 2014 (Unit: billion USD)](image)

*Foreign direct investment from China*

The majority of foreign direct investment (FDI) into Vietnam comes from Asian countries, with the top three countries being South Korea, Japan, and Singapore. This means FDI from China is low by comparison but nonetheless has been rising steadily in proportion to the total FDI inflow in Vietnam. Three phases can be observed here:

(i) 1991-2001: China had 110 projects with total registered capital of USD221 million as of end-2001. Most projects were small in scale (below USD1.5 million/project on average), often in joint venture form, and slow in implementation, thus, bear little impact on Vietnam’s economic development.

(ii) 2002-2010: China’s FDI picked up, with the more projects valued at over USD10 million and even USD100 million each.

(iii) 2011-present: The recent years witnessed a dramatic increase in foreign Chinese investment in Vietnam as well as a shift of capital from small-scale fields to other areas.

Table 3 below presents the statistics on Chinese FDI into Vietnam in the 2005-2017 period.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDI from China (million USD)</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1291</td>
<td>2368.6</td>
<td>2882.6</td>
<td>427.3</td>
<td>744.12</td>
<td>1875.2</td>
<td>2168.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI China/Total FDI (%)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3: FDI from China into Vietnam (2005-2017)*
There is a sentiment widely felt, and even acknowledged by a Chinese researcher (Zhang, 2012), across Vietnam that Chinese investors and traders look down on this market as one that is backward and low-technology. Contrary to the perception that Chinese investors are reluctant to transfer high technology to Vietnam, in one of the few studies that assessed the impacts of FDI between emerging markets, Kubny and Voss (2014) found that actual Chinese sourcing among Vietnamese firms is similar to that of other foreign investors due to the lack of competitive suppliers for advanced input materials. This means the sourcing of mostly low value-added products such as packaging materials and the import or sourcing from Vietnam-based foreign enterprises the more skill and technology-intensive products such as engine parts (Kubny & Voss, 2014). Moreover, FDI from China into Vietnam has a statistically-significant positive effect on economic growth operating directly and through its interaction with labor, even if the effects diverge across economic sectors (T. B. Vu, Gangnes, & Noy, 2008). It is also worth noting that, despite the geographic and cultural proximities, small- and medium Chinese firms in Vietnam have often found it hard to compete against Japanese and Korean multinational enterprises at the upper end and Vietnamese firms at the lower end of the market (Cooke & Lin, 2012). Despite the aforementioned empirical evidence, Vietnam’s mistrust of Chinese investment runs deep.

When this issue is put into the regional context, particularly the Southeast Asia, the Chinese government still stands out in its efforts to use foreign aid as a means to exert certain influence on these countries. China is seen as a key economic patron of Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos and is also known for providing significant economic aid to Indonesia and the Philippines (Lum, Morrison, & Vaughn, 2008). Meanwhile, besides the historical presence of the overseas Chinese businesses in Southeast Asia (Samphantharak, 2011), research have shown Chinese investors to also be in favor of pouring capital in countries that have similar culture, a high level of economic freedom but are politically risky or repressive, possibly because they can use the political experience in their home country to adapt to similar institutional environments (Y. Kang & Jiang, 2012). Such criteria are fitting of many countries in Southeast Asia and, coupled with the ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement, likely account for the growing Chinese FDI in the region since 2015 (Table 412). As this trend will continue, experts forecast an increase in Chinese influence, both in economic and geopolitical terms, in the region (Ng, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6,426</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6,990</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>24,750</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>15,705</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN FDI database

12 Source: ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN FDI database
In terms of investment trend, Chinese companies appear to be focused on infrastructural finance and other financial services in the region, in line with its government’s Belt and Road Initiative involving ASEAN member states. To date, some major deals include the Bank of China’s in Brunei Darussalam in 2016, the China Construction Bank’s in Malaysia in 2017, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China’s expansion to become the largest commercial bank in Laos in 2016.

Regarding the breakdown of Chinese FDI into the ASEAN by country, inflow into Singapore accounted for the majority, as shown in Table 5\textsuperscript{13} below. Please note that the figures for Vietnam are sourced from the ASEAN Secretariat database, and thus, are slightly different from the records by Vietnam’s Ministry of Planning and Investment (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brunei Darussalam</strong></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cambodia</strong></td>
<td>126.94</td>
<td>179.68</td>
<td>367.76</td>
<td>286.75</td>
<td>553.89</td>
<td>537.68</td>
<td>501.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indonesia</strong></td>
<td>353.57</td>
<td>214.88</td>
<td>335.09</td>
<td>590.78</td>
<td>1,068.21</td>
<td>323.54</td>
<td>354.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lao PDR</strong></td>
<td>45.57</td>
<td>278.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>614.26</td>
<td>665.09</td>
<td>709.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malaysia</strong></td>
<td>-6.45</td>
<td>-15.28</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>302.21</td>
<td>323.56</td>
<td>1,415.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Myanmar</strong></td>
<td>1,520.90</td>
<td>670.6</td>
<td>482.2</td>
<td>792.6</td>
<td>70.54</td>
<td>52.44</td>
<td>205.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philippines</strong></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46.61</td>
<td>59.02</td>
<td>19.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singapore</strong></td>
<td>699.3</td>
<td>5,462.50</td>
<td>6,162.60</td>
<td>2,696.20</td>
<td>3,401.30</td>
<td>3,812.70</td>
<td>5,367.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thailand</strong></td>
<td>633.43</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>598.46</td>
<td>938.86</td>
<td>-81.77</td>
<td>305.47</td>
<td>255.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vietnam</strong></td>
<td>115.14</td>
<td>382.6</td>
<td>190.03</td>
<td>948.16</td>
<td>209.56</td>
<td>381.01</td>
<td>969.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5: FDI from China into ASEAN by country (2010-2016) (Unit: million USD)*

\textsuperscript{13} Source: ASEAN Secretariat - ASEAN FDI Database (https://data.aseanstats.org/fdi_by_country.php) as of 31 October 2017. Data for Brunei Darussalam were not available.
Foreign portfolio investment from China

In addition to the direct investment channel, foreign portfolio investment (FPI) is an indirect way for Chinese investors to enter Vietnam. FPI has the advantages of faster capital liquidation, both outbound and inbound, and considerable influence on Vietnam’s financial market. However, tracing the origin of FPI is difficult given that China-originated capital could have been invested in a third country such as Hong Kong, Singapore or some other tax haven.

Tourism

The trust issue emerges again when looking at the Chinese tourists to Vietnam. Below is some data on this industry. In 2017, Vietnam welcomed more than 12.92 million international visitors, up 29.1% on year, with Asia being its biggest tourism market. Official data also showed that China has consistently been Vietnam’s top market – the number of Chinese visitors to Vietnam doubled to 4 million in 2013-2017 and the proportion of Chinese tourists over total foreign arrivals rose from 25% to 31% during those five years. Figure 4 highlights again the importance of the Chinese market to Vietnam’s tourism industry.

Figure 4: Tourists to Vietnam from top 7 markets (2013-2017) (unit: visitor)

What should be noted here is the influx of Chinese visitors to Vietnam during the years that the two countries’ territorial disputes in the South China Sea keep on escalating. This is completely the opposite of what has happened to the Philippines, which is also tangled up in the South China Sea disputes with China. Particularly, Chinese tourist arrivals nearly halved from peak of over 40,000 during the Scarborough Shoal incident in April 2012 and later fell 40% in 2014 after the Philippines filed its lawsuit to the United Nations on the

14 Source: http://vietnamtourism.gov.vn
South China Sea dispute (Credit Suisse, 2016). The case in Vietnam offers an example of the asymmetric ways people in Vietnam and China process the maritime disputes. On the one hand, continued Chinese aggression in the Vietnam-claimed waters and islands has pushed numerous Vietnamese nationalists on to the street for demonstrations. On the other hand, Chinese tourists, undeterred by the anti-Sino sentiment in the small neighbor, continue to flood well-known Vietnamese landmarks.

Various media reports have brought attention to the mushrooming of unlicensed tour guides in popular Vietnamese destinations that cater to the Chinese visitors by providing a China-centric perspective (Tatarski, 2017; Yan, 2017). These tour guides are known for spreading “incorrect information” on the territory and island disputes between the two countries15. However, it is undeniable that Vietnam needs and welcomes the spending power of Chinese tourists, even if the average spending of Chinese tourists in Vietnam is lower than that of other foreign visitors (USD638/person vs. USD943/person18). Credit Suisse (2016) projected that a 30% increase in Chinese tourism spending would boost Vietnam’s gross domestic product (GDP) by nearly 1 percentage point. Vietnam’s GDP grew 6.8% in 2017—the fastest expansion since 2007.

**Defense and security**

**Defense expenditure**

This section gives a brief overview of the military expenditure in Vietnam and China. Comparing their expenditure may offer insights into their defense strategies. Table 6 shows a clear uptrend in military spending by the two countries in the 2010-2017 period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td>115,711</td>
<td>137,967</td>
<td>157,390</td>
<td>179,880</td>
<td>200,772</td>
<td>214,093</td>
<td>216,031</td>
<td>228,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vietnam</strong></td>
<td>2,672</td>
<td>2,686</td>
<td>3,360</td>
<td>3,727</td>
<td>4,255</td>
<td>4,562</td>
<td>5,017</td>
<td>5,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6: Military expenditure by country, in millions of USD at current prices and exchange rates, 2010-2017 (SIPRI, 2017)*
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Looking at the comparison of military spending as a percentage of government spending (Figure 5) and GDP (Figure 6) during the same period confirms this observation.

![Figure 5: Military expenditure by country as percentage of government spending, 2010-2017](image1)

![Figure 6: Military expenditure by country as percentage of GDP, 2010-2017](image2)

Source: (SIPRI, 2017)

**Implications**

If trade and economy offer the ground for Vietnam and China to grow closer, albeit with reservation, defense and security mark the more ambiguous realm in which the two sides clearly see the benefits of cooperation but have not been able to reach an agreement amicably. Over two decades have passed since the two countries normalized relations in 1991—when the Cold War ended and the Soviet Union collapsed, four major issues, all related to shared land and sea borders, remain by and large unresolved despite frequent peaceful negotiations, namely the demarcations of the borders (i) on land and (ii) in the Gulf of Tonkin, and the sovereignty disputes over (iii) the Paracel Islands and (iv) the Spratly Islands. Kurlantzick (2015), in a report to the U.S. Council on Foreign Relations, suggested that the risk of a military confrontation involving Vietnam and China is growing, with three potential scenarios:

1. A limited, naval war could break out if tensions over their disputed territory continue to escalate in the South China Sea.
2. A land border exchanges of fire could happen, though not as bloody as the border war in 1979, if their border guards clash amid the already heightened maritime tensions.
3. Unwanted military incidents, e.g. planes buzzing each other or ships firing close to each other, could escalate as Beijing seeks to counter Hanoi’s joint military exercises with its new strategic partners, which now include India, the Philippines, Singapore, the U.S., and Japan.
The analysis indeed confirms that trust and mistrust could be matter of war and peace (Kydd, 2007). A clear example of this is the glitch in 2016 concerning the annual friendly border defense exchange, which Vietnam and China have agreed to alternately organize since 2013. In May 2016, General Fan Changlong, the Deputy Head of China’s Central Military Commission, visited Vietnam and had meetings with senior Vietnamese officials, with initial media reports generally upbeat about future defense cooperation. However, the Chinese general abruptly ended his visit early, citing “reasons related to working arrangements” and soon after the border defense exchange was also halted indefinitely. What had apparently happened was General Fan asking Vietnam to honor the commitments between their leaders and stop oil exploration in Vanguard Bank—which Vietnam claimed sovereignty over as part of its continental shelf but China disagreed. According to Thayer (2017), the Chinese general was angered after Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc claimed Vietnam had sovereign jurisdiction over this area, and thus, he cut short his visit and cancelled the military meeting. The Vanguard bank area of the South China Sea was also where a Chinese fishing vessel cut a Vietnamese boat’s cable in May 2011; the incident triggered a series of weekend street protests in Hanoi at the time. However, far from the projection by Kurlantzick (2015), Vietnamese and Chinese leaders knew too well the importance of not letting tensions escalate to the point of no return, which implies a certain level of trust in each other even amid a serious dispute. The fourth Vietnam-China Border Defense Friendship Exchange was finally organized on September 23-24, 2017 in the Vietnamese northern province of Lai Chau and in the Chinese southern province of Yunnan. State media gave positive report of the results, saying it created “an atmosphere of friendship and solidarity.” The resolution of the incident was similar to what had happened in 2014 when bilateral relations became tense after China deployed its Haiyangshiyou 981 (HYSY 981) oil rig to the waters claimed by Vietnam in the South China Sea. The two sides let the crisis recede before hosting the first border defense exchange that year.

A clear implication can be drawn from these events: neither side would be willing to risk damaging the status quo and upsetting the peace and stability in both countries and the region even when tensions peak. Leaders from both sides have consistently emerged from this kind of crisis reaffirming their “comprehensive strategic partnership” and ready to prepare for the next meeting or exchange. Preparations for the fifth border exchange are underway. The challenges for genuine defense-security cooperation between Vietnam and China, therefore, lie in their ability to trust each other to settle the territorial dispute amicably. Given the fundamental asymmetric relationship (Womack, 2006), false forecasting will likely ensue; only through trust-building can both sides be able to negotiate their disagreements and contain crises.

“Same bed”

The negative perception among the Vietnamese of Chinese people does not mean a disregard for Chinese culture. By contrast, H. V. Nguyen (1993) notes in his exhaustive study of the ethnic Chinese population in Vietnam that after 1966, Chinese martial arts novels and movies completely dominated the Vietnamese market. Vietnamese media at the time would fail to attract readers if it did not publish Chinese martial arts or romance stories, while cinemas showing Western and Chinese movies also drew in a huge audience. People would be deemed “uncool” if they were ignorant of classical anecdotes or characters in the Chinese classics namely “The Three Kingdoms,” “The Art of War,” “Chronicles of the Eastern Zhou Kingdoms,” “Water Margin,” or “Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio,” etc. (H. V. Nguyen, 1993). In the same way, the popularity of Chinese culture remains unchanged across Vietnam, even when political tensions sometimes escalated and spilled over to this cultural domain. For example, in July 2016, after the Hague-based Permanent Court of Arbitration refused the legal basis claimed by China to islands in the South China Sea, many Chinese artists spoke up against the statement and shared a map with the U-shaped nine-dash line the delineates China’s claim to nearly all of the resource-rich sea. In response, a local channel in southern Vietnam suspended the broadcast of a Chinese drama series after one of the lead actors voiced support for Beijing's controversial claims. The move and the strong anti-Sino sentiment, however, was short-lived and many channels continued to air Chinese shows afterward.

The fact that the leaderships from both countries have continued to affirm their “comprehensive strategic partnership” further highlights their desire to maintain the status quo. As Carlyle Thayer (2017) explained, within Vietnam’s foreign policy terminology, China is at the top of the Vietnam’s 16 strategic partnerships and is also the only country to be designated a comprehensive cooperative strategic partner. While this accolade is significant, it is also misleading given that the ruling Communist Party of Vietnam has adopted the “cooperation and struggle” struggle in regards to dealing with friendly countries where disagreements sometimes arise, such as with China (Thayer, 2016, 2017). The concepts go in line with the Vietnamese twin concepts of “partners of cooperation” (đối tác) and “objects of struggle” (đối tượng), as stipulated in the CPV Central Committee’s Resolution 8 dated in July 2003 (Thayer, 2017). Here, what can be seen is even without fully trusting the other side and mired in a serious maritime dispute, both Vietnam and China have managed to maintain cooperation and peace both bilaterally and regionally. One concept that could be accounted for the look of harmonious relationship between Vietnam and China, especially as reported by their state media, is their high regard for “face” (体面 or thể diện). Unlike in the West where the concept of face concerns mostly the individual, in Vietnamese and Chinese societies, because the Party’s face is a collective image, face-losing or face-gaining involves not just the individual party member but also the leaderships at large. This means, the two will likely “stay in the same bed” for the foreseeable future.

A close examination of the frequency of high-level exchanges between Vietnam and other countries from 2009 to 2016 reveals that China tops the list with 41 visits (both
incoming and outgoing) (D. Kang & Ma, 2017). What is most interesting in this study is the result that it is instead the U.S. that is chasing Vietnam, not the other way around as conventional wisdom would have. D. Kang & Ma (2017) find that rather than allying with the U.S. to hedge against China, Vietnam has been engaged in regular bilateral exchanges and dialogues with China, with the number of incoming and outgoing visits between the two countries almost equal. This empirical evidence confirms the close bilateral partnership and signals clear efforts at trust-building.

In recent years, besides the usual bilateral cooperation in trade-investment or defense-security as detailed above, there are a number of issues that the two countries are aligned on. Vietnam is engaged in two major Beijing-led initiatives, namely the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and the “One Belt, One Road” (OBOR) that is also known as the Silk Road Economic Belt. In February 2017, during a meeting in Hanoi with senior officials of Vietnam’s Ministry of Finance, AIIB Vice President and Chief Investment Officer D.J. Pandian had expressed the willingness to lend Vietnam up to $100 million—$230 million to implement infrastructure projects. The offer came at a time when Vietnam is in need of low-interest loans. However, Vietnamese analysts suggested caution on two main grounds: (i) several large-scale projects in Vietnam with Chinese capital are sluggish and would often end up costing more than the initial capital; and (ii) the unstable Chinese yuan could result in Vietnam paying higher amounts for the loans than expected. The Vietnamese government nonetheless is interested in diversifying its lenders, which are now mainly the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, and has called on AIIB to sponsor some local projects.

The issue of trust will no doubt resurface in Vietnam when there is increased investment from China.

Another similar trend seen in both countries recently is the intensifying crackdown against corrupt officials and Communist Party members, even very senior members. What is noteworthy is the fact that these efforts, despite its unprecedented moves and influence, are dismissed as political expediency or purge by outside observers (Lang, 2017). On this note, similar to what Lang (2017) observed in China, corruption in Vietnam is also framed within the West’s ethical standards and economic interests to be a universal obstacle to economic growth and foreign investment. Being societies heavily influenced by Confucianism, the leaderships in both Vietnam and China instead thrive on the concept of “mandate of heaven” (天命 or thiên mệnh) – under which power should only be bestowed onto the virtuous. As such, most analysts have undermined the ruling parties’ own need to maintain ethical and political legitimacy as well as system stability through its genuine efforts to root out corrupt members. Perhaps this is one of the rare grounds that the two countries can share experience, both theoretical and practical, to improve trust-building. In fact, during a meeting on January 13, 2017 in Beijing, Vietnamese Party Chief Nguyen Phu Trong and Chinese Anti-corruption Chief Wang Qishan had agreed that building and readjusting the Party is an urgent, important
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23 Xinhua. [http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-03/07/c_136110177.htm][Published March 7, 2017; Accessed May 23, 2018]
and long-term mission that directly concerns the future of each Party and the socialist regime in Vietnam and China.

“Different dreams”

Two civilizations

Scratch the veneer of diplomatic pleasantries and conventional understanding between Vietnam and China, one will find deep-seated differences. In the prologue of his book on the growing tensions in the South China Sea and their historical roots, Robert D. Kaplan (2014) brought up the Champa civilization that now lies in ruins in central Vietnam to drive home one point—this culture marked a fundamental difference between Vietnam and China both in cultural and aesthetic terms. This part of history occupies such a small part in the consciousness of Vietnamese people that most probably had forgotten that there used be the “Sinicized” Dai Viet kingdom in the north and its enemy the Khmer Empire and Champa in the south (Kaplan, 2014). Stressing that there had once lied two great civilizations in Vietnam, of India and China, Kaplan suggested a useful perspective for the South China Sea issue: one should not forget the presence of India in this region even as China becomes fiercely expansionist. His approach in a way also provides a refreshing lens for looking at the relationships and mutual influences between China and Vietnam. A direct and isolated view of either economics, culture, politics or ideologies will not suffice, instead we need to examine each issue through a multidimensional approach that draws on several elements simultaneously, whether that be culture, history, geography, geopolitics, economics, military, or ideologies.

Different global agendas

The “different dreams” of Vietnam and China are limited to their pursuits of different global agendas – the former multilaterization and sovereign integrity while the latter economic powerhouse and political hegemony. The asymmetric goals are the results of their asymmetric positions and perceptions (Womack, 2000, 2003, 2006). This imbalance is worsened in the face of piling information and the constantly changing global geo-economic and political powers. The majority of Vietnamese research institutions that live off state budget have yet to provide thoughtful up-to-date information monitoring and assessments on the China issue. The result is misguided and even erroneous studies on China within Vietnam, which consequently led to two extreme mistakes: (i) overwhelming fear and submission toward China’s growing power, and (ii) misplacing Vietnam at the center of the international geopolitical map. Such imprudent views would give rise to a false sense of trust, inadequate attention to threats from the north, and lack of knowledge on Vietnam’s actual capacity.

The biggest example of the diverging interests between the two countries is the sovereignty claims over different parts of the South China Sea. One of the ways this issue has been played out is China’s behind-the-scene lobbying of Cambodia, an ASEAN member and
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its occasional ally, so that the bloc would fail to reach consensus on its joint statement concerning the territorial disputes (such as in 2012 and 2016). In 2017, after initial disagreement about whether to make subtle references to China’s rapid expansion of its defense capabilities on artificial islands in disputed waters, ASEAN foreign ministers decided to issue a statement that called for non-militarization and noted concern about island-building without explicitly naming China.\(^\text{25}\) The deadlocks, in addition to the varying relationships ASEAN members have with other world powers, clearly indicate a lack of unity within this association (Ba, 2010). In most strategic decisions with major powers, ASEAN member states would have two considerations: (i) the bloc’s common interest, and (ii) each member’s national interests – with the latter taking precedence over the former. Here, one sees the matter of trust lies not just between Vietnam and China but also among ASEAN members. Dissatisfactions from both inside and outside the bloc are likely to persist and hinder ASEAN’s ability to defend its current role (Ba, 2010). Against this context, Vietnam may not look to the ASEAN to back its claim in the South China Sea but instead should maintain good relations with major powers that have the capacity to challenge and deter China.

**Ethnic Chinese (Hoa) population in Vietnam**

Lastly, this study suggests a new way to understand the Vietnamese perspective, which is to glimpse into the colloquial expressions used in Vietnam to describe Chinese people and ethnic Chinese people. Here, the distrust is manifested in the Vietnamese’s derogatory way of treating Chinese-related subjects.

The group of ethnic Chinese is known in the Vietnamese language as “Hoa people.” According the 2009 census\(^\text{26}\), there were about 800,000 Hoa people in Vietnam, the majority of whom are residing in the southern region – over 400,000 are in Ho Chi Minh City, formerly Saigon (西貢). Figure 7 shows that since the 1970s, after Vietnam was un the population of Hoa people as a percentage of total population has been falling.
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Over the years, several studies have noted the disproportionately high involvement of the ethnic Chinese community in Vietnam’s domestic business (Kim & Kim, 2018; Nguyen-Viet & Imai, 2017; Tran, 1993; Tran & Ta, 1997). Some notable companies are the stationary firm Thien Long, sugar refinery Thanh Thanh Cong, sandal and shoes maker Bitis, chemical cosmetics company My Hao, and plastic producer Duy Tan, among others. They are family businesses and generally supportive of each other within the formation of Chinatowns in southern Vietnam as well as within the wider networks of overseas Chinese communities (Kim & Kim, 2018; H. V. Nguyen, 1993; Tran, 1993). A recent study even noted ethnic Chinese’s positive economic impacts on Vietnam’s regional economies, especially the private sector, and how the post-Vietnam War exodus of this demographics had likely left long-lasting negative economic impacts (Nguyen-Viet & Imai, 2017).

The Vietnamese perception of the Hoa people, who are often lumped together as simply Chinese people even if they have Vietnamese nationality, is best understood through the local language. There are some pejorative terms used to call a Hoa person such as “cắc chú,” “chú chết,” or “ba tàu”; or a mock melody implying this group only wants to profiteer in Vietnam (H. V. Nguyen, 1993). This lack of respect among the Vietnamese is reflected in today’s colloquialism: a greedy person is called “tham như thương Tậu” (greedy like a Chinese), speaking gibberish is called “nói Tieu nói Quang” (saying Tieu and Quang

Figure 7: Ethnic Chinese population as a percentage of Vietnam’s total population (1940-2010) (Nguyen-Viet & Imai, 2017)²⁷


²⁸ The Vietnamese version is “Ngộ là ngộ pênh Tàu, ngộ là∉ ngộ mới xăng, mới xăng pênh Năm lầm dầu…”
dialects\textsuperscript{29}, speaking in a roundabout, incoherent manner is called “vòng vo Tam Quốc”\textsuperscript{30} (beating around the bush), being inconsistent is deemed “đầu Ngô, mình Sở” (Ngo head, So body\textsuperscript{31}), etc. These expressions, which deserve a study of their own, support the claim that the Vietnamese people do not see the Chinese as trustworthy.

**Conclusion**

This paper has attempted to delve into the depth of Vietnam’s relations with China as well as with the ASEAN and other major powers. It explores the asymmetry in the Vietnam-China dynamics, showing how this is the structural cause of various misperceptions and misjudgments on both sides. In addition, through peeling off layers of trade-economy and defense-security cooperation between the two sides, the authors analyze how the matter of trust and mistrust – whether one side can find the other trustworthy enough to reciprocate cooperation – could make or break the status quo.

In terms of trade, China will continue to be Vietnam’s biggest trading partner, as it has been since 2004. Vietnam will also likely incur deepening trade deficit with China because of the asymmetric level of technology and pricing, even though Vietnamese consumers are wary of Chinese goods and intentions. In terms of investment, despite empirical evidence showing that actual Chinese sourcing among Vietnamese firms is similar to that of other foreign investors, Vietnam continues to be skeptical of Chinese capital and its intentions. None of this will change after the launch of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in end-2015 given that even the ASEAN records big trade deficit with China. The organization’s reliance on Chinese trade and investment could give Beijing the leverage to push its political agendas, as some experts suggested. However, it is unclear whether trust-building with the two South China Sea claimant states (the Philippines and Vietnam) could be fruitful.

In terms of tourism, similar to the growing bilateral trade, the people-to-people exchanges also mark positive developments, with China consistently being the top tourism market of Vietnam in the past five years. Particularly, the number of Chinese visitors to Vietnam doubled to 4 million in 2013-2017 and the proportion of Chinese tourists over total foreign arrivals rose from 25% to 31% during the period. This paper notes the asymmetric ways people in Vietnam and China process the maritime disputes: the rise of Vietnamese nationalism against Chinese aggression versus the influx of undeterred Chinese tourists to popular Vietnamese sites. However, despite Vietnam’s distrust of unlicensed tour guides serving Chinese visitors, the country still needs the money brought in by this group.

In terms of defense and security, SIPRI statistics show that military spending in both Vietnam and China has been rising steadily in 2010-2017, both in absolute number and as a

\textsuperscript{29} Tieu is short for Trieu Chau (Chaozhou or 潮州) while Quang is short for Quang Dong (Guangdong or 广东). The two Chinese localities speak different dialects.

\textsuperscript{30} The Vietnamese phrase refers to the meandering manner in talking that is comparable to the lengthy storytelling of the Chinese classic “The Three Kingdoms.”

\textsuperscript{31} Wu was one of the states during the Western Zhou Dynasty and the Spring and Autumn period while Chu was a hegemonic, Zhou dynasty era state.
percentage of GDP and government spending. Of the four major issues unresolved by the two countries, the sovereignty disputes over the Paracel Islands and the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea have been the most vexing, threatening diplomatic meetings and friendly border defense exchanges at times. Yet, based on past incidents, going forward, neither side would risk damaging the status quo even when tensions peak.

The paper shows how this relationship is more interdependent than ever but nonetheless remains fragile as neither side fully trusts the other. Despite being in the “same bed” in terms of cultural and political ideologies, the two are fundamentally different – with Vietnam’s history rooted in the civilizations of both India and China, unlike the conventional wisdom of the sole heavy Chinese influence in Vietnam. The two countries are essentially chasing after different global agendas: one multilateralization and sovereign integrity while the latter economic powerhouse and political hegemony. Lastly, the lack of trust between the two could be understood through the Vietnamese’s derogatory way of treating Chinese-related subjects, such as the ethnic Chinese people, whom are inherently deemed as untrustworthy or event deceitful.

There are no doubts other details of the relationship that this paper has failed to account for. A more exhaustive study should look at the highest level of party-to-party interaction to find hints of the direction both sides are heading. It appears that the diplomatic pleasantries do ring true to the extent that Hanoi and Beijing do want their relationship to be that harmonious. Yet, the underlying mistrust or distrust has in fact broken their rapport. One could expect to see in the Vietnam-China relations no major change for the time being, and certainly no crisis escalated so badly that would result into a military confrontation.
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